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A !lSORPTION AND ENERGY TRANSFER 'oF 
r,ttCROWAVES AND ULTRASOUND IN TISSUES: 
C!HARACTERISTICS 

(:,:nP.~~ 

Electromagnetic waves (microwaves) arid mechanical 

iiations (ultrasound) have fouhd increasing use in 

·dice! therapeutic practice during recent years 

:hwan 1). The electromagnetic use is restricted so far 
1 frequency (2450 Mc); mechanical vibrations utilize•ul

sonic frequencies predominantly in the range from 0.8 
~ Mc. The ability of both forms of energy to create 

E\ep heating" without reliance on heat conduction has 

en applied to other areas of interest here. Microwaves .. 

rmit the rapid and homogeneous preparation of food . 

radar oven") (Cop son 2); and ultrasound permits the se

:tive destruction of tiss'ue (ultrasonic surgery) (Fry 

d Fry 3) and has diagnostic value (Wild and Reid; 4 

•~ry5). The development of all these applications of 

Hant energy to tissue requires a, knowledge of the fac-

s which determine absorption and trahsmission of' 

,se fonns ,of energy in tissues and similar biologic me

ims. Pertinent work of a biophysicaI 1character will be 
mmarized here. 'I · · ' ' . ' 
Absorption ofMicrowaves\n Tissue;.-The abs.orption 

coefficient µ is defined by the exponential relationship 

/ . .,,. 

' -

l = l ·e-µd (1) 
0 ',,. f.: j ·_',.... it.1 f~ ~._•'~:: 

PHYSICS 

µ2=( :,.!!..!. )2~[J1+(~)2 -1] 
3•1010 2 (u ((, 

(2) 

where f is the dielectric constant relative to free space, 

K the electrical conductivity (in ohm- 1/cm), f the fre
quency of the radiant energy, and f = 1/3611 ,10 11

• Prin

ciples which determipe the electric'a! properties of tis

sues and cell suspensions are outlined elsewhere;* ac

tual data have been analyzed (Schwan6) and summarized 

repeatedly (Schwan and Piersol; 7 Spector, 8 Table 279). 

The reproducibility of electrical data and resulting ab

sorption coefficients is good for tissues with higher 

water content. However, it is poorer in fatty tissues, re

flecting a strong influence of the variable water content 

(Fig. 1). The conversion of the electrical data into depth 

of penetration values is summ~rized in Fig. 2. The data 

demonstrate: (1) Depth of penetration decreases as fre

quency increases. This decrease is slow below 1000 Mc 

and strong above 3000 Mc. (2) Depth of penetration data 

are much smaller than dimensions of the human body; i.e. 

energy which enters into the body is usually completely 

absorbed. However, data indicate considerable penetra

tion at the lower frequencies, while above 3000 Mc pene

tration data in skin become comparable or smaller than 

the thickness of skin. Deep heating is therefore not pos
sible with frequencies substantially above 3000 Mc. (3) 

Depth of penetration data reflect the water content of tis

sues. It is smallest for tissues with high water content, 

such as muscular tissue, and highest in tissues with low 

water content, e.g. fat, bone, yellow bone marrow. ,(4) It 

rliust be realized that in studies concerned with the ef-

states the attenuation of intensity frontl0 
,tol-'11/hich a. 1,.·:• ·;•.,· 

.,_ne wave. suHers as it propagates thr~ugh,a layer 9f(,.
1 
,'•, 

ckncss d of the matter of interest. Its inverse, the ' ;jf, 
pth of penetration D, is the distance '~vered by the /.:,,.. fects of microwaves 01(mankind, animals ought to be 

Hant fonn of energy until its intensity is red~c:ed to •.- •. · ·:', . { cliosen whose dimensions are larger than depth of pene-

e = 0.37, its original value. In the microwave case,.,, ,, . ' ' tration values. If the size of the animal becomes 1much 

thµ and Dare determined by the electrical and magnet-,:_· · ~mailer than the depth of penetration, the test ani
0

mal is 

characteristics of the propagating matter. Biologic·' • ', .. almost completely tran~parent for the incident energy, i.e. 

, it.erials have no magnetic losses S:nd their magne1:i,c ' . :-\ ~~ · .. 1 
,.-

i 
rmeability is for all practical purposes identical with ., (j • *See Schwan and Cole-Bioelectriclty: 

.~t of free space. In these circumstances···, ' ) C. } . Admittaiice of Cells and.Tissues. 
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FIG. 1.-Variability of dielectric constant£ and conductivity K of fatty tissue with water content. Human autopsy mat, 

25 C; 300 Mc. Arrow indicates value approached if water is removed from tissue by drying. 
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MICROWAVES AMO UL TRASOUMD IM TISSUES 3 

inot be expected to respond even though exposed to 

ge values of energy flux. 
\iicrowave Field Intensity Pattern in Complex Tissue 

·angements. -Absorption coefficients uniquely define 

distribution of energy if absorbed microwave power is 

pagated only through 1 type of tissue. However, this 

rarely the case in actual practice. Perhaps the most 

100 

;m) 

fBONE 
L YELLOW MARROW 

i 

0.1~----------------~-,......... 
; 100 1000 FREQUENCY (Mc) 10,000 

FIG. 2.-Depth of penetration D of typical tissues as 
nction of frequency. Average fat data have been chosen, 
•t reflecting variability of D with water content ( over-all 

ctor of 2). 

portant case of interest is that given by the triple ar-

1gement skin-subcutaneous fatty tissue-muscular tissue. 

ice the electrical data of fatty tissue are very different 

,m those of skin and muscle, the index of refraction 

anges radically at the boundaries skin-fat and fat-

iscle. As a consequence, substantial reflections of 

ergy occur, C\l,Using a completely different distribution 

heat sources from what would exist if reflections were 
t present. The treatment of this problerri is complex. 
has been carried through for the relatively simple case, 
it plane electromagnetic waves hit under a right angle 

incidence the triple layer arrangement skin-fatty tls
E.'-muscle (Schwan and Li 9), -Some typical data ore sum
•rized in Table 1. They pertain to the ratio of heat 

nerated in the muscular tissues to the total amount of 
crgy absorbed and transferred into heat in tho triple·· ;·, 

:sue structure. This ratio obviously characterizes the 
ility to penetrate into the "deep" tissues and is cailed 
~refore the "microwave depth -~fficiency." The table 

pports the following conclusions: (1) The possibility 
de livering microwave power into the deep tissues inJ · · 

)ases with decreasing frequency. This is a desirable 
al in diathermy, where one desires to 'bring energy into 

! deeper tissue structures. (2) At fre4uencies above 
. ' . L 

S L")1', 

----" 

3000 Mc, practically all energy is absorbed into the skin. 

(3) In the frequency range between about 1000 and 3000 
Mc, the depth efficiency varies with the thickness of skin 

and subcutaneous fat layer. Reproducibility of depth ef

ficiency is therefore difficult to achie\·e in this frequency 

range. Corresponding variability of patient response 

must be anticipated. 
While the above-summarized results have been pub

lished for the skin fatty tissue-muscle case, similar data 

pertain to skin-bone-brain and all cases where the radia

tion penetrates through skin into a material of low water 

content before it reaches tissue with higher water con

tent. The data given in Table 1 vary with temperature 

and also reflect the variability of fat tissues, electrical 

properties and water content. However, the conclusions 

formulated above always apply. Scattering of electro

magnetic waves, the fact that in microwave therapy one 

does not always deal with plane waves or with plane tis

sue boundaries complicates the situation further. How

ever, these factors are not believed to affect radically 

the 3 conclusions listed above. No detailed knowledge 

of the scattering characteristics of various parts of the 

human body has been secured, except in 1 first study re

lated to the radar cross-section of man (Schultz et al. 10). 

Coefficient of Reflection and Totally Absorbed Energy 

(Microwave Dosimetry).-One of the greatest problems 

with all diathermy technics is the difficulty of relating 

equipment-generated and -indicated power with the power 

absorbed by the patient. This problem has been treated 

for the microwave case assuming plane waves penetrating 

TABLE 1.-Depth Efficiency (Ratio of Heat Developed in 

Muscle and Similar Tissues Beneath Subcutaneous Fat to 

Total Heat Developed in Skin, Subcutaneous Fat and 
Muscular Tissues)* 

d (Skin) d(Fat) 400 Mc 900 Mc 3000 Mc 10 000 Mc 

0 mm 0 cm 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1 95 93 72 43 

2 86 75 48 22 

3 76 57 41 12 

2mm 0 cm 93 89 76 32 

1 82 67 25 8 

2 69 47 33 4 

3 56 35 20 3 

4mm 0 cm 85 79 60 11 
1 72 53 20 3 

2 57 33 29 2 

3 ' 
43 26 16 1 

•Valuea ore expressed In % for dirferent frequencies and 

thicknesses (d} or skln and oubcutaneouo fatty tissues. 

through skin, subcutaneous fot and eventually muscle tis

sues. Fig, 3 gives some typical results. They illus

trate: 1. The percentage of air-borne energy which is ab

sorbed at frequencies below 1000 Mc and above 3000 Mc. 

·; ls almost independent of the tissue configuration. It 

varies between 1000 end 3000 Mc strongly with skin and 

subcutaneous fat thickness. A reptoducl ble relationship 

between antl!nna output of the electromagnetic wave ge~• 

erator and energy bS absorbed by the human body Is there

fore not possible In thtl 1000·3000 Mc band. 2, The per• 

centage which charadetlze!l the 11b1:orbed power varies 

· al!io with frequency. This v11t111Uon is not pronounced at 

very tow ahd high frequencies. It depends on th!! tissue 

, conflgurlltlon, often critically dependent on fre_quency in 

the 1000-3000 Mc band. ' 1 

,· 
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MICROWAVES AND ULTRASOUND IN TISSUES 
I ' ,. , • 

Simil~r·condusions pertain to <>t1'erpssue· cqnfigura-,,;; 
tions of practical interest. The relatively reproducible 
and simple situation which prevails below 1000 Mc is 
due to the radiation's ability to penetrate through skin 
and fat as if these materials were transparent. Much 
above 3000 Mc, on the other hand, simplicity results from 
total energy absorption in the skin. The coefficients 
which characterize the absorbed energy are near 30-40% 
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Absiorptiqn co!ifficients and the in~erse/d~pth pf pene
. tr~tion ~alue~,''i;;ve be~n det~rll\in~d by dir~t 't~chnics . 
and summarized (Goldma~ and Hueter 13

) .. The mech~11ism 
respons.ible for the attenuation of sound in tif!:sues aqd f 
cell suspensions has,~een studied. Analysis of. the .~t- ', 

' ,,tenuation of sound in blood proved it to be deter~~ned to; 
· a large· extent by the hemoglobin content an~. various . ,; 
plasma proteins (Carstensen et ·at. 14• 15). A study (!f tis- , 

•· ', . ·,~ 4 .. , ·-t;. 
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FIG. 3.-Percentage of air-borne mi'crowave power absorbed by the body as function of thickness dF of subcutaneous

01

fat ! 
layer and d

5 
of skin. All d values are in cm. ·· • ,\ · · 

below 1000 Mc and above 3000 Mc. This figure can be 

increased to 100% by proper "impedance match" of the 
body surface to the air-borne radiation. A device operat
ing for the presently used 2450 Mc band has been pro
posed (Gersten et al. 11 ). However, it will only improve 
total absorption for specific subcutaneous fat situations 
and can in other cases decrease rather than increase the 
percentage of absorbed energy (Schwan and Li 12

). 

The complexity of the situation prevailing in the 1000-
3000 Mc band reflects the fact that in the mentioned fre
quency range, both skin and fatty tissue layers of practi
cal interest can act as tuning element to "match" or 
grossly "mismatch" impedances of various tissue combi
nations and air (Schwan et al,; 7 Schwan and Li 9•

12
). 

Ultrasonic Diathermy. -The absorption of ultrasound 
determines almost completely its propagation in tissues, 
since reflectance from interfaces between various tis
sues is small. 

sue absorption of sound shows that up to 80% of the t<>tf 
absorption is due to the tissue pr.oteins (Pauly et al,. 16,)t 
Considerable variability of the "specific" sound 'absoip
tion of proteins expressed in decibels/cm per gram.pro-· 
tein in 100 cc solution exists. The mechanism respon
sible for the attenuation of sound by proteins and thE;. , 
consequent transfer of energy into heat is explained by, 
broad spectra of activation energies (Pauly et al.; 16 

· 

Carstensen and Schwan 17). However, the detailed phys
ical mechanism which causes the existence of these ac
tivation energy distributions is not known. 

Velocity of ultrasound in tissue and cellular suspen
sions has also been investigated and its origin related t, 
protein compressibility (Goldman and Hueter; 13 Carsten
sen et al.; 14 Carstensen 18 ). Its small but measurable fr£ 
quency dependence is well explained by the same theory 
which deals with the absorption of sound (Carstensen 
and Schwan 17). 
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MICROWAVES AND ULTRASOUND IN TISSUES 5 

Values of velocity and depth of penetration are given 
r's few frequencies and characteristic tissues in Table 
They illustrate: (1) Depth of penetration of ultra

,and in tissue is sufficiently large to establish ultra
,und as a valuable tool to provide deep heating. (2) 
'!)th of penetration decreases as frequency increases. 
) Depth of penetration in muscular and other tissues of 
gh water content is lower than in fatty tissues. Bone, 

rABLE 2.-Depth of Penetration and Velocity of Ultrasound 
in Several Tissues* 

Depth of Penetration, in cm Velocity, in m/sec 

requency Bone Muscle Fat Bone Muscle Fat 

0.S Mc 0.15 5 40 
I Mc 0.04 2.5 15 3360 1580 1440 

1 Mc 0.01 1 5 

•&111.1cle data are characteristic for soft tissues with high 
t,n' content. Penetration values vary by almost a factor of 
,nd date ·ere averages. Velocity data are practically fre
,ncy-independent. 

the other hand, absorbs stronger than muscle. (4) The 
,guency'range near 1 Mc provides co~siderably larger 
netration than the presently employed 2450 Mc micro-
1ves. Hence ultrasonic wave ability to penetrate and 
velop "deep heat" is better than that of 2450 Mc mi
i~ave therapy in muscular and similar tissues. (5) The· 
·ong absorption of sound in bone, as compared to the 
,ak absorption which microwaves suffer in this medium, 
ikes microwave therapy preferable whenever deep pene
•tion is desired in structures with large bone content · 
•lnts, etc.). (6) Velocity of ultrasound is practically 
·quency-independent and compares for all tissues ex-
pt bone. 
Reflection of sou~d at interfaces between various tis-· 
es'such as skin, fatty tissue and muscle is very smali: · 
·' ~ 
~s reflects the small differences in. vefocity which ex•,i 
between soft tissues .. Hence the relative amount of l 

at which is generated in subcutaneous fat and muscle j 
fl. be predicted immediately from the absorption coeffi; , · 
'?ts (Sch wan; 1 Schwan et al. 19). The depth efficiency :: 
lues arrived at are higher than in the microwave case 
•ippare Tables 1 and 3). They increase as the frequen-: i' 
decreases in a fashion· somewhat similar to that sho\lin f 
' ' ~ 

~ABLE 3.-Deplh Efficiency(% of Total Energy Reaching 
~sues beneath Subcutaneous Fat) of 1 and 2 Mc Ultrasound 
•t Function of Thickness (d) of Subcutaneous Fat Layer 
a 

-~ncy 
. ' 

d = 1 cm d = 2 cm. d = 3 cm 

l 1 Mc 93% 86% 80% ' ' 2 Mc 80% 66o/o 55% i 

the human body. This penetration may be accomplished 
either with the condenser-field technic, where the patient 
becomes a part of the dielectric of a condenser, which is 
energized by the high-frequency generator, or with the 
help of a coil which is placed on the body surface (in
ductive technic). In the latter case, a varying magnetic, 
and thereby a varying electric, field is induced in the 
body. The electric field, in turn, develops heat. The 
inductive technic is that commonly used, even though the 
capacitive type of coupling provides somewhat greater 
flexibility and is better understood (Schwan 1), 

In the inductive technic, magnetic-field strength and 
consequently heat development decrease rapidly as one 
proceeds from the body surface inside the body. Recent 
systematic investigations of the proper design of coils to 
achieve optimal penetration (Paetzold; 3l Kebbel and 
Paetzold 21 ) have brought Tl Mc-short wave diathermy to 
a state where it nearly equals 2450 Mc-microwave therapy 
in depth efficiency. The capacitive technic was subject
ed to earlier systematic investigations. Decrease of both 
field strength and resultruit heating inside the body can 
be minimized to some extent by the use of large elec
trodes which do not rest directly on the body surface 
(Paetzold and Schaefer22

). From electrical parameters 
characteristic in the short-wave frequency range of fatty 
and muscular tissues (Osswald; 23 Schwan and Li 24) it is 
possible to calculate the ratio of heat developed in, these 
2 types of tissue and to derive thereby figures character-

TABLE 4.-Heat Development Achieved with Short Wave 
Diathermy in Subcutaneous Fat (F) and Muscle Tissue (M) 

· as Function of Frequency• 
1 

'Frequency, 
in Mc F/M r = 0,03 0.1 0.3 

10 11.5 74% 46% 23% 
100 10 77% 50% 25% 

1000 7 83% 59% 32% 

*F/M values give lhe ratio of heat development per volume 
units of fat and muscle; All other values give depth efficiency 
in % (ratio of heat developed in deep tissue to total heat avail• 
able for both subcutaneous fat and deep tissue), Deplh effi· 
ciencies are given for several ratios (r) of subcutaneous fat 
thickness to thickness of muscular and other similar tissues, 

istic of depth efficiency. Such calculations were carried 
· out before World War D and, with better impedance data, 

more recently (Schwan et al.; 25 Schwan 1). They are sum
marized in Table 4 and illustrate: (1) The ability to 
penetrate beyond the subcutaneous fat layer increases 
slowly with increasing frequency. But at all frequencies 
of practical interest the heat developed per unit volume 
fat is considerably higher than the one developed per unit 

. · ,, v~lume muscular tissue. (2) The total amount of lteat 
the microwave case. Considerably more complex .con-"- , lost in subcuta~eous fat may be lower than the total heat 

iotts exist when sound strikes the interfa'ce'separating t,·~•,,·<!! available for the deep tissues. This is true provided the 
ft and hard tissues. Bbne ;tructure~; especially'when',1'·• amount of tissue beneath the subcutaneous fat i!i at least 
Under an angle differ~nt frorh 90°, do not just sca'tter }:/, , ·about 1 order of magnitude larger than the amount of fatty 

und, for in the process ·bf doing that, they· tr~sforni ~-·:rt·' '.'' tissues'.' This places short wave therapy at an advantage 
rt~in part of energy into ."shear waves,!' i.e. waves of~ '! '., compared with microwave therapy when substantial 
,nsverse character, which' are rapid!~ 'ab~orbed and f •: /.( f . amounts of "deep" tissues are to be treated with moder-.,, 
,refore can \nduce pronounced local tempe~ature rises;"," f ,,/,. ate amounts of energy ~nd divergence of current inside'.'• , 
ch local temperature rises can limit ultrasonic ene'rgy'·.~ : th'e body is of no great concern. _,. 7 

applied to the body (Schwan•~.! ,.;1 _ : "" :' ,, : ',, ". ,' ,: Comparison of Various Forms ;;f Therapy . ..Sta'ndards 
Ultrashort Wave Diathermy.-This ls, the oldest and ·still· ; .. which characterize the performance of the various forms 
'most commonly used form of diathermy. It is basel' of physical therapy intended to provide deep heating have 
the 1ability of high-frequency· currents,, to penktrate''i.hto .,,,,\ : • 

1 
been set as follows (Schwan 26): ( a) sufficient penetra-
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6 MICROWAVES AND UI.. TRASOUND ht TlSSUES 

tion; (b) small foss of e~gy in the strbcntaneous fat' 

layer; (c) reproducible relationship between instrument: 

produced and -indicated power and power delivered into 

the htrman body; (d) effective control of the size of the 

body area to be subjected to diathermy. 

Items (a), (b) and (c) have been discussed. The desir

ability to concentrate or spread the flux of energy de

pends on the porticu lar up plication and varies with each · 

form of theropy cind frequency. 1n some Cttses it may be 

FIG. 4.-Depth of penetration 
of ultrasound (US) and micro
waves (UHF) in muscular tissue 

is plotted against angle of diver

gence of field for 5 cm-diameter 
radiators. The parameter, which 

permits variability of abscissa 

and ordinate, is frequency and 

not indicated in the graph. 

,' '''":i ' ,ti ·,, t:/ " .. 

I based.pn the assump~on ~~\ the development of heat i11 

the deeper tissues. determines the vatue of the various 

diathermy technics. Alternative, opinions. have been · 

formulated, with c.laim that nonthermal (sometimes 

; called athemial}· 01, specific thepnal effects· on a micro- f 

scopic level are n:.ore important- No. convincing evidence 

,. for this has been made available, while discussions of 

specific effects· on a microscopic. level have ruled these 

out as a possibility• (Schaefet and Schwan 28
•
29

). This 
. ~· ' 

·, ,; . 

. 'rt-' ; 
i-'i {,: 

0.7.o 70 to
0

• a:~:~iG & ,\; 

"-----'--~------'---------'-~_;..;_;;='--':.--
10 ~cm 111\t mssuti' 

./ 

desirable to treat only a small area, in others a larger 

one. The volume subjected to short wave diathermy en

ergy is perhaps least well defined, but is definitely larg

er than for the other forms of diathermy. This is in part 

due to substantial current spread, which occurs as the 

cmrent leaves the electrodes or is locally induced by 

the alternating magnetic field. Perhaps even more impor

tant is the fact that current spread is in a complex man

ner affected by the size and location of electrodes or coil 

and therefore difficult to predict and reproduce. 

With both ultrasound and microw.ives, the ability to 

concentrate energy is determined by the ratio of the wave

length of the radiant energy to the size of the radiating 

system (sound piston or antenna reflector). The relative 

value of ultrasonic and microwave therapy in this regard 

(Schwan and Carstensen 27) is summarized in Fig .. 4, 

which shows that for definition of treated area and vol

ume, ultrasound is superior. However, the genesis of ul

trasound by means of vibrating transducers requires tight 

contact between source and human body in order to estab

lish effective transfer of energy. Hence this form of en

ergy can be used to irradiate only relatively small cross

sections. Microwave diathermy can easily heat 10- to 

100-fold the area which can be treated by sound. To com

pensate for this deficiency, it is customary to move the 

sound source over the total area of interest. This re

quires, of course, constant attendance dming treatment. 

Table 5 attempts to summarize the respective advantages 

of the 3 forms of therapy. 

Nonthermal Effects. -The foregoing discussions are 

0.1 

I Me-SOUND 300 Mc- UHF /·.,, 
.. t . 

does not exclude the possible existence of nonthermaE 

effects. The difficulty in establishing well-defined quan

titative relationships between applied power and biologiC'.' 

reaction makes it almost hopeless to separate possible 

TABLE 5.-Comparison of Ultrasonic, Micro,.,,..ve and Short 

Wave Diathermy 

'Short 

Ultrasound Microwaves Waves 

Frequency, 

in Mc 1 500-1000 2500 27 

Penetration 

in: 
muscle good medium tow ·h -
fat high good medium -
bone very low good medium -

Depth 
'I' 

efficiency excellent good variable- variable· 

Reproduci-
bility of 

: 

dose good good poor ~; poor 

Application 

(cross-

section of localized, convenient convenient broad, 

"beam") we 11-de fined ill-defined 

nonthermal effects from the always present thermal ones. 

Some well-controlled quantitative work done with bac

teria (Brown and Morrison 31) did not reveal nonthermal 

effects. However, it is possible that the alignment of 

microscopic particles and cells under the influence of an 
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Jlternating field which has been theoretically understood 
and experimentally verified may induce nonreversible ef
fects (Krasny-Ergen; 31 Liebesny; 32 Schwan 33

). There 
exists furthermore a slight possibility that protein dena
wration can be induced with very strong high field
strength values, sometimes present under conditions 
of pulsed operation (Schwan 33

). 

Health Hazards Associated with Presence of Strong 
High-Frequency Fields.-The rapidly expanding use of 
microwave power for communication and detection pur
poses (radar) and the considerably increased power which 
bas become available for such purposes involve hazards 
associated with the use of these sources of radiant en
ergy. From th~ principles of depth efficiency and dis
tribution of energy already outlined, it appears that the 
higher frequencies establish a lesser hazard. This is 
due to their small penetration and consequent unlikeli
hood of elevating internal temperatures to the dangerous 
levels possible with lower frequencies of the same inten
sity. From simple physiologic considerations of man's 
ability to free himself of heat, we can state that toler
ance is limited to between 10 and 100 mW /cm 2 body sur
face of absorbed power. Thus, a value of 10 mW /cm 2 has 
been established as the tolerance limit for safe "long
time" exposure (Schwan and Li; 9 Schwan ~nd Piersol 34). 
Experiments with exposed animals indicate that this cor
responds to about 1 deg C temperature elevation (Ely and 
Goldman 35); cataracts can be produced with "free-field" 
flux levels above about 100 mW/cm 2 (long-time exposure) 
(Williams et al. 36)." 
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Progress in pkrtic!e accelerators since 1950 has been 
characterized by intensive development of technics for 
producing super-high energies, to explore the field of re
search called "particle physics." A new category of ac
celerators based on the principle of alternating magnetic 
gradient focusing has been developed, capable of produc
ing energies in the multi-Bev range. Other developments 
are aimed at much higher intensities, for the study of 
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